
Cutting-Edge Collaboration: Thai Agricultural Institute

and Shandong Loyal Industrial Co.,Ltd.Pioneer

Industrial Microwave Rubber Drying

Detail Introduction :
In March 2024, our team at Shandong Loyal Industrial Co., Ltd. had the privilege of hosting technical experts from the Thai Agricultural
Institute for a groundbreaking collaboration. Their visit marked a significant milestone in our journey toward pioneering advancements in
rubber processing technology.

The Thai Agricultural Institute brought with them a challenge: to explore the feasibility of utilizing our industrial microwave rubber

dryer for the purpose of industrial microwave rubber drying. Their objective was clear – to achieve optimal drying results while
preserving the integrity of the rubber's oil content and protein characteristics.

Led by our dedicated team of engineers and with invaluable input from our business manager, Dan, we embarked on a two-day intensive
experimentation process. The Thai Agricultural Institute provided us with ample samples – two large barrels of liquid rubber – for our
trials.

Through meticulous testing and fine-tuning of our continuous microwave dryer for rubber, we meticulously monitored the drying
process, ensuring that each batch met the stringent quality standards set forth by our esteemed collaborators.
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The culmination of our efforts was met with resounding success. The Thai Agricultural Institute expressed their utmost satisfaction with
the results achieved through our collaborative endeavors. As a testament to our commitment to excellence, they chose to formalize our
partnership by signing an exclusive agency agreement.
This partnership not only underscores our dedication to pushing the boundaries of innovation but also highlights the power of collaboration

in driving meaningful progress within the rubber industry. Together, we have laid the groundwork for a future where industrial

microwave rubber drying stands at the forefront of technological advancement.



As we look ahead, we remain steadfast in our commitment to pushing the boundaries of possibility and shaping the future of rubber
processing through relentless innovation and strategic collaboration.
With this partnership, we are not only redefining the landscape of rubber drying technology but also forging lasting connections that will
continue to drive progress and innovation in the years to come. The synergy between the Thai Agricultural Institute and Shandong Loyal
Industrial Co., Ltd. serves as a testament to the transformative power of collaboration in driving positive change and unlocking new
possibilities in the field of industrial manufacturing.



In the wake of this successful collaboration, we are excited to explore further opportunities for partnership and innovation, as we continue
to push the boundaries of what is possible in rubber processing technology. Together, we are shaping the future of the industry and driving
meaningful progress that will benefit businesses, communities, and the environment alike.




